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“Then I was standing on the highest mountain of them all,
and around and about me was the whole hoop of the world... 
I was seeing in a sacred manner the shapes of all things in the
spirit and the shapes of all shapes as they must live together
like one being.  And I saw that the Sacred Hoop of my people
was one of many hoops that made one circle, wide as daylight

and as starlight and in the centre grew one almighty
flowering tree to shelter all the children of one Mother

and one Father, and I saw that it was holy.”
(From the vision of Nicholas Black Elk Lakota Holy Man: 1863 - 1950)

The spirits are everywhere. This issue of
Sacred Hoop is seemingly ‘spirit heavy,’
and the physical reality we walk within -
and which Western cultures generally says
is the only one - merges into the spirit
world in so many ways.

Possession by spirits is one of these ways, and within shamanism
it’s a very important one, so our first article looks at this phenomenon,
especially through the lens of traditions found in Nepal. And we
continue to look at the nature of spirits with our second article, those
spirits who take the form of spirit animals, ancestors and protectors,
who are often very different from what we might expect, when we
encounter them within Traditional shamanism.

And sometimes the spirits come very physically into this world
too, causing little floating lights to appear, and sacred medicine
rattles to fly around the room; as is the case of the two Lakota
ceremonies we describe in a couple of our articles.

We have rather lost our knowledges of these things in the
West, but the old traditions are still there, so we explore the
sacred traditions of Yr Hen Ogledd - the old North of England.

And mountain spirits in the deserts of Mongolia make an
appearance too, spirits so powerful and dangerous care has to be
taken that they don’t do harm to the local town....the spirits are
not always very peaceable it seems and care is needed
sometimes in our approach to them.

And spirits seem sometimes to be the basis of some aspects
of mental illness, so we look at some interventions where
elements of shamanism are brought into the treatment plan.

The spirits are everywhere, may those of them who love us
bless us all and help us walk our sacred paths and deepen our
connection to the ‘all that is’.

Blessings to all Beings
Nicholas Breeze Wood

From the Editor


